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The Rollins Sandspur
Volume 65

Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, Friday, November 13, 1959

Number 3

Ne^ly-Elected Class Presidents

Fiesta Heads Name
Committee Chairmen
Fiesta co-chairmen John Looby and Stan Moress have
announced the names of the committee chairmen who will
work withc them
in organizing and planning Fiesta, 1959.
^ +7<i
° - c h a i r m e n commented in making the selections
that last year's Fiesta is going to be hard to top, but with
the help of our committee heads we hope to do so."
Moress and Looby have followed the policy of using on

the committees as many students
as possible out of those who ap
plied.
» Named to help Moress and
Looby in administrative work is
Ann McCarthy, secretary. The
business manager for the spring
event has not yet been chosen.
Beth Halperin, secretary of last
year's Fiesta, will serve as carnival chairman. Miss Halperin will
PRESIDENTS of the four classes are, 1. to r., Walter Cain, senior; Luis Dominguez, junior; Jack Sutliff, be in charge of setting up and
sophomore; and Pete Kellogg, freshman. Other results of the class elections and the voting statistics ap- running the midway, the major
money-making part of Fiesta.
pear on page 3. Four hundred and thirty-two students cast ballots in the run-off voting to choose leadThe major social event of the
ers for their respective classes.
""
weekend will be handled by Sid
Burt, chairman of the Fiesta
dance. Miss Burt, who headed the
social event last year, hopes to
bring another big name band to
the school again this year for the
dance. Buddy Morrow and his orchestra drew large crowds to the
Fiesta dance last year.
With six of the 17 representa- expense.
As last year, Sue Lewis will atives absent, Student Council held
gain handle the dance decorations.
Another matter which had been
its shortest meeting of the year scheduled for discussion at TuesPhil Scott and Andrea Avery
will be in charge of both the Miss
Tuesday evening. After 15 min- day's meeting concerns bermuda
Rollins contest and the King and
utes, the session was adjourned be- shorts in the Beanery. The quesQueen" Contest. The Miss Rollins
cause not enough representatives tion was raised in Council whether
contest, a beauty competition, will
were present to form the neces- the students might prefer being
be held for the third consecutive
sary two thirds quorum.
allowed to wear bermudas to supyear while the King and Queen
Due to the lack of a quorum, per on Friday night 'rather than
contest again appears as a tradion
Sunday.
several issues that had been
tional part of Fiesta.
Representatives were to find out
brought up in the Council meeting
Nancy Pfanner will work under
the previous week could not be from their groups whether stuScott and Miss Avery is planning
voted upon Tuesday night and dents felt that bermudas should
and supervising the fashion show.
have been postponed until next be allowed on • Friday, Saturday,
Heading the publicity commitand Sunday evenings or just on
week's session.
tee will be three experienced stuSaturday
and
Sunday
as
at
One of these issues concerns the
dents. Jay
Banker,
chairman,
bringing of Dave Brubeck to the present. >
gained experience in advertising
Rollins campus sometime in Febthis summer. Assisting him will
ruary for a concert. Through a
be Barbara Walker who did pub1
Southern association of collegiate
licity this summer for the mcvie,
student governments, Brubeck and
Gigi and Mary Whitman, who
his band may be obtained by a
served as chairman of the fashion
college for the fee of $1600.
The proposal brought to Council
At its last meeting, the faculty
was that tickets at the price of approved a new cooperative pro50 cents be sold to students for gram between Rollins and M. I. T.
the performance with the rest of Now Rollins students may go here
the expense being paid for out of for three years and then go on
Formal announcement of the
By JOAN SPAULDING
Student Association funds.
alumni's plans to raise funds for
Sandspur Staff
to M. I. T. for two more years; at
the fieldhouse was made by Pres.
Groups have been asked to dis- the end of the five years the stucuss the suggestion and report dent receives a B. S. degree from
A much-needed improve- Hugh F. McKean at the alumni
whether or not enough of their Rollins and a Bachelor of Engin- ment which has been discus- reunion banquet last April 25th.
The announcement was made as
members want Brubeck's perfor- eering from M. I. T.
sed for years is rapidly be- part of the tribute being paid to
mance at the college to justify the
Prior to the faculty
meeting, coming
a reality—Rollins Arthur D. Enyart, Dean Emeritus
Rollins had reieived permission own fieldhouse.
of Men, after whom the fieldhouse
from the Dean of M. I. T. to subMr. Ray Kirk, Executive will be named.
MAYAN FIELD TRIP
mit the cooperotive program for Director of Rollins Alumni
The alumni organization began
approval here. More details of the
thinking of raising funds for the
Inc.,
announced
this
week
Sudents, their parents, and
plan will be announced later.
fieldhouse as its Diamond Jubimembers of the - faculty interDr. Schiller Scroggs, dean of the that definite plans for this lee project in November, 1958.
ested in a field trip to the
alumni
project
would
get
uncollege, stresses that this plan, as
Having studied the various needs
ancient Mayan ruins in Yucawell as all of Rollins other coopera- derway next week with the of the college which are included
tan during the Thanksgiving
arrival
of
the
National
Chairman,
tive programs, is not automatic.
in the Diamond Jubilee goals, the
vacation, Nov. 26-29, should
They are selective programs, and Henry S. Lauterbach, class of '37,
alumni chose the fieldhouse procontact Dr. A. J. Hanna beonly students who have maintained President of the Star-Right Manufore 4 p.m., Monday, Nov. 16
a sound academic record may par- facturing Company of Wisconsin, ject, believing that it would serve
the entire campus.
who will meet with Kirk.
ticipate.

Council Adjourned Early
Because
sences

Inside
the "Spur

Page 3 . . Results

Of Class Elections
New Members
Of Zeta

Alpha Epsilon

Page 5 . . Review

Of 'Guys And

Faculty Approves
Co-op Plan

show for the past two years and
did public•relations work in New
York during the summer.
Jim Swann will be in charge of
all art work for the Fiesta booklet.
Bruce Aufhammer will be in
charge of floats fo: the second
consecutive year. Floats were
reintroduced into the Fiesta activities last year under Aufham-

Da'ls'

Looby

Moress

mer s supervision.
Named to arrange all parade
plans is Linda Quails. Miss Quails,
as parade chairman, will handle
this traditional feature of P'iesta
which proved so successful last
year.
Work on the Fiesta program,
one of the major events of the
school year, will begin this term
with the committee chairmen making plans for the various events.
Last year's Fiesta under the supervision , of Lloyd Hoskins and
Toni Perzia was the most successful in the school's history with a
profit of approximately $2800.
Profits from the event are given
in the form of scholarships to
students.

Plans For Fieldhouse Get Underway

The purposes and functions of
the fieldhouse and the facilities
necessary to fulfill these functions were also discussed in April
by a committee composed of alumni, student faculty, administration and trustee representation.
The Arthur D. Enyart fieldhouse will serve several purposes.
The alumni hope' that all sports
activities, including
inter-collegiate basketball, physical education classes and intramural activities will be accomodated.
Plans include auditorium uses,
the gymnasium, which will seat
about 2,500, and ample parking
space. The fieldhouse may also be
used for such events as the Animated Magazine.
Although a professional college planner has been consulted,
no definite location for the facilities has been chosen. The alumni
feel that it would be most useful on, or adjacent to, the campus.
On April 23rd the alumni took
a complete proposal of their plans
to the trustees who assured tnem
K
of their backing.
This being the first major gift
campaign of the alumni association, the Alumni Board plans to
contact former Rollins students
throughout the country and abroad
asking for their support.
Said Kirk, "We feel confident
L O C \ L \RCHITECT John Thomrs V. ats:n has p e e r e d this, pre- j f tU building has not as yet been determined, but plans are now
that we can do it."
liminary sketch of the proposed Rollins fieldhouse. The exact location j underway for raising funds for constructing the fieldhouse.
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I

The

Woodrow Wilson

Professors Nominate 7 Students
For Annual Fellowship Competition

Rollins

Friday. November 13, 1959

Sandspur

Rollins Study Tour Oi Cuba Highlighted
By Near Arrest, Glimpse 01 Castro

Seven Rollins" students have | in general, recipients of the f eiA free trip through Havabeen nominated ' b y their major jlowships may attend any graduate
professors for Woodrow Wilson j school of their choice in the U. S. na's infamous prison, crowds
fellowships, Dr. Robert MorgenFor the past four years, Rollins cheering Castro riding a city
roth, campus representative for has had a Woodrow Wilson winner bus, and a view of a U.S. catthe national fellowship program, in the fellowship competition. In tle ranch in Camaguey abided
announced last week.
1956 Shirley Miller won one of to the excitement of the AdStudents named as candidates the awards; in 1957, Kay Klein; vanced Study Group's recent
for the fellowships are Joan and in 1958, Charles Scudder. Last
Brand, Walter Cain, Dan Laur- year, when the program was annual trip to revoiution-torn
ent, Wally Ramsey, Bob Rauch, opened to juniors on an experi- Cuba.
The travelers from the Rollins
Gordon Struble, and Debbie Wil- mental basis, Phyllis Zatlin was
liams.
/
one of three juniors in this region Center for Practical Politics arOrganized for the purpose of en- to be awarded one of the fellow- rived in Havana by plane on Oct.
28 for a five-day study of Cuba's
couraging outstanding college stu- ships.
revolutionary government in acdents to consider a career in coltion.
lege teaching, the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship FoundaThe group included Dr. Paul
Douglass, professor of governtion offers a stipend of $1500 plus
ment; Miss Alice McMahon, directuition and fees for the first year
tor of Rollins Center for Practiof graduate study.
cal Politics; and students Betsy
To be eligible to apply for a
fellowship, a student must be
"Politics into the 21st Century" Harshaw, Bill Moulton, Art Mcnominated by one of his profes- will be the theme of the annual Gonigle, S'ally McCutchen, Jamie
sors. A regional committee re- Open House given by the Center Magirl and Demetrios Coutsolioutviews the credentials of the candi- for Practical Politics. Two thous- sos, student-leader.
dates and then interviews those and engraved invitations have been
For Coutsolioutsos and Dr.
applicants which it finds most issued for this event which will Douglass, their introduction to
promising. A limited number of be held on Nov. 18 in Carnegie a revolutionary government in
candidates from each region in the Hall from 3:00 to 9:00 p.m.
"action" began at the airport
United States is then recommendThe Center will provide a pro- where the "immigration vigied by the committee to the na- gram throughout the day. An
tional headquaters of the founda- original musical comedy entitled
tion.
"Politics is 'Won' by One" will be
Fellowships are awarded to stu- presented at 2:30 and 8:30. At
dents interested in college teach- 4:00 p.m. Jerry Carter, Demoing in the fields of humanities and cratic national committeeman from
social sciences, but .candidates Tallahassee, will debate Leland
from the natural sciences will also Hyzer, Miami attorney and RepubA Swedish film, The Time of
be considered in exceptional cases. lican candidate for United States Desire, is next on the agenda if
senator, on the subject of "The the Famous Series at Rollins College. Scheduled for Sunday eveTwo Party System in Florida."
At 8:00 p.m., a discussion forum ning, Nov. 15, the movie will be
will be presented on the' subject shown at 6:30 and 8:45 in the Fred
of "Qualities We Want in. Our Stone Theater.
Political Leaders." Members of the
The Time of Desire, one reviewWomen's formal rush officially panel will be John Pennekamp, er explains, is the story of two
starts Tuesday, Nov. 17. There will associate editor of the Miami sensitive young women living in
be one last open house on that Herald; Lynn Brudon, editorial a man's wold, and of their first
afternoon from 4:00 to 5:30.
cartoonist of the Orlando Sentinel; experience with love.
At 5:30, immediately after the Mario. Plerene, political columnist
Their mother died when they
open house, silence goes into of the independent Cuban newseffect. This means that there will paper, El Mundo; and Dean E. R. were very young, and they are bebe no communication between Latty, head of the Duke Univers- ing raised by their father, a horse
dealer in a small Swedish village.
sorority women and those going ity School of Law.
They isolate themselves from their
through rush.
Exhibits will be on display show- father's world of physical pleasSilence will last until the distri- ing the kind of world politics must ure, but into their private existbution of bids on Saturday, Nov. be prepared to deal with in the anee comes a young man who
21.
year 2000.
seduces one of the girls.
There will be two formal rush
parties on Wednesday night, Nov.
18. These will last from 7:00 to
Individual Hair Styling
8:00 and from 8:30 to 9:30. On
Thursday there will also be two
LEDA BEAUTY SHOP
formal parties—lasting from 6:30
131 Lincoln Ave., Winter Park, Fla. Postal Bldg. MI 4-8707
to 7:45 and from 8:15 to 9:30. The
last formal party will be Friday
night Nov. 20., from 8:00 to 9:30,
after which the entering women
will return to Elizabeth Hall where
they will be given their preferential slips. Bids will be distributed
at 1:30 on Saturday afternoon.
As a few last words for the
entering women, Valerie Greene,
Panhell president, advises, "Be
sure that the sorority you select
is your own choice. Don't be influenced by your best friend or your
date—remember you'll be living
with the girls in that group for
the rest of your years at Rollins."

Musical Comedy,
Debate On Agenda
For Open House

lante police" detained the Greek
student for lack of a visa.
A four hour "guided" tour of the
prison for anti-Castro politicians,
Cabana, ensued until their release
was obtained from an Havana attorney, a personal friend of Douglass. The two were treated well
by guards and officials; however,
"They were pretty firm," Douglass
said.
The five day seminar opened in
the Havana law library of Ntimez,
Mesta and Machado, leading attorneys in Cuba. Later orientation
studies were conducted by Mrs. R.
Hart Phillips, chief of the New
York Times Bureau in Cuba.
In meetings with national Cuban
officials, student leaders at the
University of Havana and members of the editorial boards of
several Cuban newspapers, the
group explored the progress of
the revolution, land reform, youth
programs and the economic consequences of the Castro leadership.
Although Castro had staged
his giant rally two days before
the arrival of the Rollins party,

Problems Of Young People Treated
In Sunday Film Series Offering

Details Announced
For Formal Rush

The shock
of this experience
serves to break the bond between
the sisters, but after mature attempts at understanding the problems and each other, the entire
family is brought together.
Written by Arthur Lindquist
and directed by Egil Holmsen, the
film is the result of work by two
men who are well known is Sweden for their concern with young
people and their problems of adjustment.

members said that they had experienced no anti-American feel-»
ing while in the city.
Douglass said that although
Communism, now outlawed in Cuba, has made inroads among- the
peasant classes, he fe:t that the
revolution is more nationalistic
than Communist inspire;! . at the
present time.
"The Cuban people like us as a
nation" T o u g l a s s said. "They just
hate our government and press."

Rollins To Host
Secretaries' Meet
The Florida Division of the National Secretaries' Association will
meet at Rollins tomorrow for the
purpose of continuing its Liberal
Arts Institute, which also met here
last year. Mrs. Anne Ramsey, secretary to Pres. Hugh McKean, is
chairman of this program, which
has been developed to broaden the
knowledge of liberal, arts within
the Association.
Speakers for the program, which
will begin at 10:00 a.m. in the
Annie Russell Theatre, will include Nina Oliver Dean, associate
professor of English, who will
speak on the topic, "What Can
Literature Do for You?"; Arthur
Wagner, assistant professor of
Theatre Arts at Rollins, who will
discuss "American Musical Comedy"; and Pres. McKean, whose
talk will be "What is Modern
Art?"

Film-Cameras-Paint Sets
Plastic Scale Models
Picture Frames

Photograhic &

Clothing, Shoes, Bags
Jewelry, Household Items

Hobby Centre

Bought and Sold

527 Park Ave. SS.
Ml 4-7186
Winter Park, Florida

Bring Yours In

Nearly New Shop
701 West Fairbanks
Winter Park

S h o p in
Leisure Now

i
Meet your friends at

AQUINO'S
Select Your

KITCHEN
j Enjoy your favorite Neopolitan j
foods in quaint candlelight
atmosphere

Served from

S K A T E C I T Y ROLLER

4:30 to 12:00 P.M. j
I
2306 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando
Phone GA 5-9201

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

j

RINK

Turn West off 17-92 and Dogtrack Rd. at big Shoe Skate Sign

Open Every Night 7:30 to 10:30 P.M.
Matinee Skating
Sat. and Sun. 2:00 to 4:30 P.M.
50c per person in Parties of 25 or more
Phone TE 1-4081
Managers: John Mikler and J. Shealy Best

C o l n n t a l DRUGS
New England Building
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Three

432 Ballots Cast
In Run-Off Election
Four hundred and thirty-two Rollins students turned
up at the polls last week to decide 13 run-off elections for
class offices.
On the first ballot two weeks ago, only three officers
were elected. At that time Pete Kellogg won the presidency
of the Freshman Class with 94 votes, and Tony Hammock
became freshman vice-president with 84 votes; 160 freshmen

NEW AND OLD Zeta Alpha Epsilon members pose for the Sandspur photographer after tapping ceremonies in Knowles Hall. A local honorary organization, the society recognizes outstanding science majors in their junior and senior years and includes the members of the science faculty. As a result of
the recent tapping, there are now 12 students in the honorary.
^

Zeta Alpha Epsilon'Honors Outstanding
Science Majors, New Faculty Members
On Friday afternoon, Oct.
30, Zeta Alpha Epsilon, Rollins scientific honorary fraternity, sponsored a discussion hour for science students
on "The Problems and Philosophy of an Education in
Science," during which they
tapped 10 outstanding science
majors and two new members
of the faculty for membership
in the organization. '

Wavell, assistant professor of
DJr. Lovejoy, who earned d,emathematics.
grees from Harvard and Columbia,
Miss Arndt, an Independent, is a |taught at Columbia and the Unipre-med major and president of [versify of California before comthe German Club. Courington, a n n g to Rollins.
chemistry major, is treasurer of | Dr. Wavell, a recognized British
fcbe Independent Meh and president'author and lecturer on mathemafcof the Rollins Scientific Society, j ical logic, is a graduate of Camv
Crotty, an Independent, is a bridge University and received his
pre-med major, a biology lab as- !ph.D from London University.
sistant, a member of R.S.S. and |
was on the Dean's i list last year.
Leffingwell, a chemistry major, is
Zeta Alpha Epsilon, which was treasurer of Delta Chi, a member
established a t Rollins more than of R.S.S., and a lab assistant in
20 years ago, grants membership chemistry.
Miss Moore, an Independent, is
to outstanding junior and senior
science students
and to the a biology major, a member of the
Dr. Wendell Stone was elected
_
science department
faculty, and German Club, R.S.S., the Comof the Florida Philosoph_
promotes a broadened interest injmunity Service Club, and has president
lca
Association
'for a one-year
'served
as
lab
assistant
in
several
l
^
science on the campus.
biology"
department!
, t e r m l a s t m o n t h a t Florida Stats
To be eligible for membership,'courses in the
_
.
.
.
,
_
.
.
.
,
~- . . . University.
a senior must maintain a B aver- | Miss Ramsdell, an Independent, is
One of 95 leading philosophers
age in his science courses and! a pre-med and chemistry major, a
all over
selected
to
overall work and must have taken !member of the Human • Relations i from
------"",
- •-- the
- - - -world
-~
v-v— -'
the
East-West Philosophers
40 per cent of his courses in t h e Club, R.S.S.; and the Indie Intra- attend
ural Basketball team.
Conference at the University of
sciences.
^^9
Verberg, an' Independent, is an Hawaii in August, Dr. Stone has
A junior must maintain a 7.5
i n ^ f i r m m a w ntirl h a s m-mlifWI ' b e e n a d i s t i n g u i s h e d m e m b e r of
average, both in science and overthe Rollins faculty since 1933, havall, and also must have taken 40
per cent of his work in the scien- preparation for teaching h i g h ! i n £ s e r v e d b o t h ^ Dean of the
Faculty and Dean of the College.
school science.
ces.
Harkness, a pre-med major, is
Granted membership at this
time were seven seniors, Evelyn a biology lab assistant, TKE's
Council
representative,
Arndt, Fred Courington, Gar- Student
rett Crotty, Jack Leffingwell/ Traffic Committee Chairman, past
Elizabeth Moore, Larkin Rams- president of the German Club and
dell, and Gerrit Verberg; three has done work for the Sandspur.
•••"rTTTTTfri i iiiiiiiii i m w m n n M w ^ i F i w - n — m i M i i B i i » i i i
Toledo, a pre-med major, is
juniors, John Harkness, Tony Toledo and Jane Wright;-Dr. Don- president of Lambda .Chi, viceald Lovejoy, assistant profes- president of the student body, a
sor cf geology and Dr. Bruce. biology lab assistant, and a member of the Vespers Committee.
Mrs. Wright, who transferred
from Emory last year, is ah Independent, a Physics major and a
lab assistant.

State Association
Elects Dr. Stone

cast ballots in the first election.
Jack Sntliff was elected presiIn the senior class, Betty Van
Mater received 48 of the 84 votes dent of the Sophomore Class in
the run-off election in which »1"21
cast to become secretary.
officers
Turning out the highest percent- students voted. Other
age of class members voting in the are Chuck Mattraw, vice-president;
run-off elections, 101 seniors, more Ruth Lynn Whittaker, secretary,
than 80 per cent of the class, elect- and Joan Watzek, treasurer.
Sutliff defeated Linda Quails
ed Walter Cain, president;' Sandy
Logan, vice-president, and Jody with a vote of 70 to 50 while Mattraw outpolled Steve Cutter 73
Boulware, treasurer.
to 45. Miss Whittaker received 80
Cain received 57. votes to defeat votes to Rena Ortstadt's 41, and
Ed Brady and Dale Montgomery, Miss Watzek defeated Pab Ganwho polled ?0 and 30 votes, respec- son with a vote of 82 to 39.
tively. The first election for ?enior
In two very close contests in
class president was invalidated
when the Election Board learned the Freshman Class, Ginny. Campthat one of the candidates was not tell defeated Sandy Rainey for the
office of secretary with a' vote of
eligible for the office.
63 to 61, while Paul Brennan edged
Miss Losran defeated Bob Ler- past Woody Woodworth 63 to 59
ner by a vote of 61 to 40, while, to become class treasurer.
in a verv close contest, Miss BoulOnly 124 freshmen, 50 per cent
ware noU^d 51 votes to Debbie Wilof those included on the class votliams's 48.
ing list, participated in the run-off
As a result of the Junior Class balloting.
run-off Luis Dominguez was
elected president; Martha England, vice-president; Ginny WilCandies
Nuts
lis, secretary; and Jerry Beets,
treasurer.
Individualized
With 86 juniors, approximately
70 per cent of the class, voting,
Dominguez outpolled Dick Bishop
Gifts
52 to 34. Miss England received 54
votes to Ted Murray's 31, and
Miss Willis defeated Jane Goodnow 60 to 25.
In the closest contest in all four
We Ship
classes, Beets was elected treasurer over John Looby by a vov.e of
331 Park Ave.
M l 4-3125
42 to 41.
ftinm»iMuayBti
cpo<

Are you a man of letters?

(or lady?)

We mean distinctive personal letters that convey your personality.

You can select engraved stationery with unusual

lettering or a clever monogram whether i f s . . . engraved
invitations or our complete selection of contemporary cards
—you'll find everything to your liking at . . .
345 Park Ave., N.
Winter

Park

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Banner
State

'm

',

Attends

Conference

Representing
Rollins College,
Dr. J. Worth Banner, head of the
language department, attended a
conference of, the Florida Association of Colleges and Universities
last week.
The purpose of the organization.
Banner explains, is to study the
relationship between the colleges
and universities of the state and
the secondary schools in order to
closer cooperation
among the various
component
parts of the state educational
structure.

I
j'

Complete Laundry
and Dry-Cleaning
Shirts, Trousers
and Blouses Our
Specialty
4 Hour Service

WINTER PARK
LAUNDRY
1 Block From

School

LAKE SHORE COURT
Winter Park, Fla.
MEMBER QUALITY QOURTS
A.A.A. — DUNCAN HINES

On Beautiful Lake Kiilarney
fi ( <'> A ft i'.

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C
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By Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

SANDSPUR EDITORIALS

THAT£ 1R0E ...TMB?£ REALLY
\6 NOTMINS/W)R£ ATTRACTIVE
THAN A NICE 5MILE

RUSSIAN AT ROLLINS POSSIBLE NEXT FALL
In an editorial last May, the Sandspur set
forth reasons both why the study of Russian is vital to the United States and why
Rollins should take steps to offer a credit
course in the language as soon as possible.
From recent talks with various members
of the faculty and administration, we have

ROUNDJ ROLLINS
Bv Deb n' Air
A couple of weeks ago we were sitting in
the Center on a Tuesday night. The things
that usually happen in the Center were happening and there was the usual warm, friendly feeling of fellowship and general well-being As we sipped our coffee we watched as
the usual, friendly game of bridge was being
played. We watched as the usual, friendly
students ordered their usual, friendly hamburgers and Cokes and malteds and french
fried potatoes, and told their usual, friendly
iokes to one another.
We saw students dressed in their gay, refined sweat-shirts and Bermuda-shorts and
sneakers. And we saw the gay, refined and
decorative Greek letters printed on the gay,
refined sweatshirts and we thought to ourselves: How pastorale, how touching; how
sweet to see these young men and women enjoying a brief moment of relaxation and companionship at the end of a day of mentally
stimulating seminars, classes, laboratories,
and enthused discussion.
As we sat there, slowly drifting off into
a stupor, we noticed a crumpled newspaper
stuffed behind one of the pinball machines.
Something caught our eye and we crossed the
Center to examine it more closely. As we
made our way through the Center, we saw
coeds gayly and happily trying out each
others' lipstick. We saw personable young
men gayly and happily hand-wrestling with
one another while their bemused companions
shouted out friendly encouragements. ''Yes!"
we thought, "How ail-American and clean.
How magnificent is this dance-of-life before
us. How majestic and clean-limbed. Yes!"
we continued, "all is well with the world."
And we reached the newspaper and
picked it up and we saw a rather faded photograph and we read the somewhat cryptic
caption beneath it:

come to the conclusion that Russian on the
Rollins curriculum sometime in the near future, possibly even next fall, is a distinct
possibility. Perhaps the greatest deterring
factor is that, before making arrangements
to offer such a course, the administration
must be sure that enough students really
plan to enroll to make the addition of Russian to the curriculum economically feasible.
Last spring, following the SANDSPUR
editorial, Student Council passed a resolution to recommend to the faculty that Russian be offered here, but this vote of approval does not indicate how many students will actually take the course; for this
reason, the SANDSPUR is requesting that
any student who would definitely enroll
in a course in Russian next fall if it were
offered as a regular credit Course write a
letter to the editor stating this intention.
The letters need not be written for publication and may be just a signed note to
the effect that the writer is interested in
studying Russian.
Certainly the study of Russian is of interest to people in this area as is indicated
by the turn-out for the elementary Russian
course now being taught in Operation Bootstrap on the Rollins campus. With a class
enrollment limited to 20, the course is being
taken by a number of armed forces personnel
from McCoy Air Force Base, Orlando Air
Force Base, and Sanford Naval Air Station,
several townspeople, and three Rollins co-eds.
We sincerely hope that enough Rollins
students will take advantage of a Russian
course in the curriculum to justify the college's offering it next fall. With the world
situation what it is today, the addition of
Russian to any collegiate language department is vital. The increasing awareness in
the United States of the importance of Russian study to the American people is clearly indicated by the fact that 200 high schools
across the country, as well as a number of
grade schools, are offering, courses in the
language this year. So are many American
colleges and universities, and we trust tjiat
Rollins will be included among them in 1960.

"RUSSIANS NAME FEATURES ON
MOON'S FAR SIDE."
As we stared with no little amazement
at this nasty document before us, we thought
it a dirty shame that these clean-limbed
American youths surrounding us were denied the chance of making the Moon an
American victory and having the wreath of
By FROST
laurel for themselves.
— Say, gang, what day is this?
However we soon realized that the cleanlimbed American youth surrounding us
— The first day of the week-end.
didn't give a damn about the nasty Russians
— No, no. One more time.
or the nasty old Moon. We felt great relief
almost at once.
— Hm...mm... Arnold Shulzmore's merAs we left the Center and slowly walked
ry
unbirthday.
Rome we gazed at the sky and noted that it
had started.to drizzle. "Odd," we thought,
— Oh, no. You are really O.T.L. This is
"that a little rain should make us so unFriday
the Thirteenth!
easy."

HAVE YOU LOOKED
AT THE CALENDAR?

* * * * *

Yes, folks, this is in sooth Friday the
13th, the infamous day, the black-edged day
the thirteenth-of-the-month day that just
happened to fall on a Friday. All sorts of
goody-type things'have taken place on FriBy T. S. Darrah
College students in the first flush of in day the thirteenths. Let us dredge the depths
tellectual prowess have a cavalier way of of our enfeebled brains and recall some of
dismissing the great characters and great the particularly outstanding events of past
themes of the human tradi- Fridays.
tion. The very daring of: "I
The Beanery, many years ago, opened
can't stand Bach or Shakespeare" for instance mak>s en a Friday the 13th, and Robbie's began re[you wonder if the student quiring I.D.'s on this day. Rush rules and
jver tried to stand very
much. Or is this just the way freshman orientation were inaugurated on
beinj content with igno- a Friday the 13th, people on scholarship
rance and being proud of it? started having to work, D- and F-slips were
. The great themes and fig- invented, and the Board of Trustees decided
ures should at least intimi- that this school must start holding classes
T. s. Darrah date us even if we don't fully if it were to stay open at all.
appreciate them. For our busiNeed we say more about this horror
ness is not to solve problems bevond mortal
power but "to see to it that oiir thoughts show of days? We leave you with a parting
are not unworthy of the great theme." (W cry: Take care, lest you encounter felines
MacNeile Dixon)
of a darker hue.

P e a n u t s is a r e g u l a r f e a t u r e of t h e Orlando E v e n i n g

Star.

Faculty Forum

Act To Benefit College Students
By DEAN DYCKMAN VERMILYE
The 85th Congress enacted legislation that could result in almost
$900 million in federal funds being spent over a four-year period in
the improvement of educational programs in the nation. This legislation is known as the "National Defense Education Act," and the title
suggests the rationale behind such an outlay of money. College students and college academic programs can benefit under certain provisions of the Act.
In general, money can be made available for student ioans and
fellowships; for the acquisition of suitable equipment and for supervising services in science, mathematics and foreign language study;
for guidance, counseling and testing programs; and for "reseai'ch
and experimentation in more effective utilization of television, radio,
motion pictures, and related media for educational purposes." Many
colleges and universities have already received funds, and Rollins College has also established its own student loan fund with federal monies. •
Under the provisions of the Act, the federal government hits allocated to each state a portion of the entire appropriation determined
by the total number of full-time college students in each state in relation to each other state. Each college is required to put up one dollar
for every nine dollars provided by the government.
A college student in good standing may borrow ^up to $1000 a
year, and up to $5000 during his entire educational program.
A promissory note is required, but rspayment of the lean need
not fce started until one year after the student has completed his
educational period. Repayment will normally be made over a ten-year
period. The loan will bear 3 per cent interest, but this shall not begin
accumulating until the repayments are scheduled to begin. - The loan
may be paid back in less than ten years, if desired. Extensions in the
time allowed for repayment, and, reductions in the amount to be repaid
are possible. Up to half of the total loan can be cancelled if the borrower becomes a full-time teacher in a public elementary or secondary
school. Ten percent of the loan, plus interest, is cancelled for each
academic year in teaching.
Another provision of the Act established National Defense Fellowships, and one of our recent alumni has been granted one of the
1500 fellowships awarded for this academic year.
This is not a loan program, and both the student and the institution he attends receive money to pay for his academic program. The
fellowships are for graduate education without any stated limitation
insofar as field of study is concerned. The applicant should be planning
to teach at the college level after earning his graduate degree.
Until recently, the typical student (and his family) who needs
money to complete his academic training has been reluctant to borrow and may probably postpone or abandon his education rather than
do this. It is possible that other factors enter into such a decision
than a question of reasonable interest rates and reasonable time for
ultimate repayment of the loan. For the on-coming needy student
who has that as his major concern, however, the student loan plan
may he useful and beneficial.
All current students anticipating graduate programs leading
toward college teaching may well want to acquaint themselves with
the provisions of this Act as it describes fellowships, and to learn
more about the institutions and graduate programs, within them
which have been approved by the Commissioner of Education for the
award of fellowships.
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Play Review

Opening Night Of "Guys And Dolls'
Meets With Students1 Approval

Rollins

Sandspur
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ODK President Jim Lyden Plays Triple
Role As Busy Student, Husband, Father

By B I R B A R A GOLDNER
(Written for the Sandspur)
By JUDY CARL
Those rare students who were awake enough to whistle
Sandspur Staff
on their way to breakfast were whistling new tunes Tuesday
Big Jim Lyden, senior Sigmorning; there have been snatches of "Follow the Fold" and ma Nu prexy, "leads three
"I'll Know" heard all over the campus ever since — evidence lives," but not exactly in the
that Guys and Dolls was well received by Rollins students on same manner as the guy on
its opening' performance Monday
Back Your Mink." The play be- T.V. In addition to his stunight.
dent role (in which he does
The musical fable of Broadway, comes better and better with each
directed by Arthur Wagner, with scene of the second act. Sky dy- a good job both academically
Robert Hufstader as musical di- namically puts across an intensity and extra-curricularly), Jim
rector and Erwin Feher as tech- of feeling when he calls upon Lady is a busy husband and father.

nical director, was the first ART Luck. Singing "Sue Me," Adelaide
production of a season which prom- and Nathan not only display their
own skill, but also bring out one
ises much variety.
another's; then Pete Kellogg gives
The plot revolves about Nathan a sinner's testimony in "Sit Down,
Detroit (Steve Kane), the origi- You're Rocking the Boat," which,
nator of "The Oldest Established by the reaction of the audience,
Permanent Floating Crap Game in is one of the best numbers in the
New York," his fiancee — for 14 show.
years — Miss Adelaide (Sally
In the same scene, Gloria PasReed), star of the Hot Box show ternak, as General Cartwright, an
girls, Sky Masterson (Chuck Mor- ardent missionary, lets forth a
ley), the best-known gambler on "Hallelujah!" which may become
Broadway, and Sargeant Sarah as famous as the K.A.'s rebel yell.
Brown (Mary GoQdall) of the The climactic scene in which Sarah
Save-A-Soul Mission.
and Adelaide sing the duet, "MarOne of the problems involved in ry the Man Today," is another
producing a musical at a, college which would be exceedingly difis that of finding enolugh people ficult to improve upon.
who can both act and sing well.
When colorful sets, an excellent
An actor's timing and convincing orchestra, and clever
staging
characterization makes it difficult (such as the vision of the domesfor someone who is primarily a ticated gamblers) are added to
singer to hold his or her own — a lively - presentation of a witty
until the musical numbers come play, the combination, as we see
around and the tables are turned. in Guys and Dolls, results in a
However such versatile and outstanding performers as ART veteran Sally Reed and a talented
freshman, Pete Kellogg, prove that
the combination does exist.
There were a few characters
who over acted or were unconvincing for other reasons, but out of
Mr. Wyndham Hayward. Directhe cast of 61, there were more
people who deserve recognition for tor of the Hispanic Institute of
making much out of their parts, Florida will be featured as the
large or small. Pete Kellogg, principal speaker at the second
Ralph Ostreicher, and Don Mc Cafezinho of the year which will
Laughlin, three vocalizing gamb- be held in the Casa Iberia at
lers, give a boost to the begin- 10:00 tomorrow morning.
ning of the first act with their
Mr. Hayward, a graduate of
rendition of "Fugue for Tin Brown and Harvard Universities,
Horns." Mary GoodalPs lovely is a student of Spanish and Porvoice makes "I'll Know" another tuguese literature and history. He
memorable number.
will review The Life of the AdIn "Adelaide's Lament," Sally miral Christopher Columbus which
Reed does a magnificent job bring- was written by Columbus' son
ing out the hilarious lyrics. Then, Ferdinand, and translated and
setting an entirely different mood, annotated by Benjamin Keen.
comes Ginny Davenport as an exGuest of honor a t the book reciting Cuban dancer.
view and coffee will be William
Act Two gets off to a good start Moulton, '60, who will discuss
and a faster pace with Adelaide briefly his recent study of Cuban
and the Hot Box Girls doing "Takeconditions in Havana..

Hayward To Speak
At Casa Cafezinho

The latter position Jim acquired
eight months ago when he and his
wife Kris were blessed with
Scott, "an agressive little runt."
Kris was a Theta here, a transfer
from Wisconsin. They were married in Jim's sophomore year. Of
vital importance is Kris's job as
Editor-in-Charge-of-Reminding-the
- Assistant-Circulation-Manager (Jim, of course) to-pick-up-theSandspurs-on-Friday.
Jim's student life is occupied
with such things as the presidency of Pi Gamma Mu, social
science honorary organization;
and the captainship of this
year's varsity crew team. On a
crew scholarship, Jim has enjoyed rowing for four years.
Swimming is another of. Jim's
big interests. He first became interested in it through the Y.M.C.A.
program. This summer he worked
as a lifeguard and taught swimming at the Winter Park Racquet
Club. "I like working with young
folks," said Jim.
Business Administration is his
chosen major, a switch from an
earlier interest in chemistry. "I
guess I've taken a course in just
about every field," Jim smiled.
His post-graduation plans are indefinite, but he has several job
offers from Winter Park businesses and is also considering graduate work in law at Stetson University. Presently he's working part
time as an insurance investigator.
"I hate monotony," Jim declared when asked if he thought the
business field boring. "The amount
of boredom depends entirely on
the job."
After a half year of school at
lona College, New Rochelle, New
York (his home state), Jim contributed two years to Uncle Sam's
Army in Korea, later continuing
his education at Rollins, which he
chose for its smallness.
The pleasant, sports-minded,
blue-eyed senior had some timely opinions to offer on the soccer

Chapel Series

Tower Rebuilt To Make Home For Big Bell
By CAROL SITTON
(Written for the Sandspur)
The other night at 6:30 the
bell in the Chapel tower summoned members of the Rollins family to the bi-weekly
vespers service. Last Sunday,
15 minutes before the beginning of the Chapel service,
the bell tolled, as it always
does, and announced that the
service was about to begin.
The Chapel bell is a main p a r t
of the way of life at Rollins and
it probably is the least thought
about and most by-passed of any
feature of the campus. Students
hear it and quicken their pace
down the loggia in order to get
a good seat at Vespers or hurriedly finish dressing so they won't
be embarrassed by walking into
Sunday Chapel late
The bell that now hangs in
the tower originally belonged to
the old Winter Park Congregational Church. However, when
the new Congregational Church
was built, its tower was not
constructed strongly enough to
support the 1100 pound bell. The
steeple was built to survive hurricanes. In order to do this it
was made so that it would sway
slightly with the strong winds.
The tower couldn't sway and
have the bell too, so the bell

was put in an old church yard.
Dr. Edwin Grover, vice-president
emeritus of Rollins, found the bell
in the church yard covered with
vines, and thought that it would
Le a nice addition to the Rollins
Chapel. It seemed to be the perfect
bell for the needs of the Chapel
since a swinging bell would not
work in the narrow tower. He presented the idea to Pres. Hugh F.
McKean and, as coincidence will
have it, a group of students had
been thinking of the same thing.
Plans were made to install the
bell, but when its skirt was measured, it was found to be four inches wider than the opening of the
belfry. While the arrangements
were being made to alter the tower
to fit the bell, the clapper was removed and the bell was placed
in 'front of the Alumni House. It
was the center of attraction there,
and a custom began for the boys
who passed by after soft bail
games to hit the bell a few times
with their bats.
As one story goes, Pres. McKean decided that he would join

in the fun and beat the bell too.
Someone who was standing next
to him (and apparently hadn't
been around Rollins very lOng)
cautioned him not to beat the
bell because the president might
hear of it and get angry. The
president stopped his beating,
turned to the boy and replied,
"I AM the president."
When the masonry of the tower
had been cut and all preparations
had been made for the bell's "newhome," a giant crane was used to
carry the bell from in front of the
Alumni House, up the 120 foot
tower, and into the belfry. Merely
transporting the bell from one
place to the other took a full three
hours.
The very first time the bell was
used in connection with Rollins
was on April 17, 1885, when it
rang from the steeple of the Congregational Church to announce
the decision to open a liberal arts
"ollege in Winter Park. Two years
jgo the beil became our 'own and
was hoisted to the top of tire
Knowles Memorial Chapel tower.

RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS
PROFESSIONAL

EYE GLASSES • HEARING AIDS
PRESCRIPTION DARK GLASSES
11S1 Orange Ave.. Winter Park

Mldwav 4-7781

SANDSPUR CIRCULATION assistant Jim Lyden staggers under his
weekly load of newspapers as he brings them to the post office.
vs. football question h^re. He
thinks that football could help
school spirit, but dispelled the
idea as simply "too expensive."
"Soccer," Jim emphasized, "offers just as much fun and excitement as football and is, moreover,
comparatively inexpensive, which
is good for such a small school as
Rollins. Boys have a better opportunity through soccer to get on
a varsity team, for the simple
reason that soccer is easily learned. You don't have to be brought
up with it to be good! Anyone
with a little co-ordination dtands
a chance."
School support and spirit, Jim
believes, would be improved considerably if the students were better intormed as to the form and
objectives of the game. Literature and films were his suggestions.
One gripe Jim had about the
Campus concerned activities. "Rol-

1'ns activities are so varied and
plentiful that there's a chance
for everyone to participate, but
the school appears to be run by
just a few people, and that's not

Tempo

Dippy Disturbs
ART Rehearsals

The aura of dice and soul-saving was temporarily lifted from
ART when Mr. Horszowski commenced the Rollins Concert Series
and the month of November.
He played works by Pablo Casals, Bach, Brahms, and Beethoven for an appreciative audience.
All the rehearsal clatter and
clutter has died down to a reasonable roar as our friends from Runyon Land go through their nightly
paces at the theatre.
Many memorable memories...
those late late technical rehearsals—light crew people skitterThe "isotensiscope," a shining ing up and down ladders on
array of glass and metal esuip- Halloween—Dippy the Dog in
ment prominently featuring
a the Greenroom.. .Dippy in the
large, round glass tank filled with audience.. .guys and Dippy (we
specially treated water kept at a mean dolls) dancing and sing
constant temperature was put to i n g , parking gum o n t h e
novel' use in Knowles Hall recently. 'prompter's chair, solving world
This involved device is normally problems, and spouting lines
used
in complicated
physical i about dope games
chemistry experiments but several
weeks ago the
"isotensiscope'' ! It's all over now but three more
gave rise - to "spontaneous gener- performances and %he cast party
(!), sooo if you haven't caught
ation."
Dr. Herbert Hellwege, professor the bit yet, hurry, hurry, hurry
of chemistry, noticed the day af- and get your tickets!
Rollins Singers will probably
ter the experiment was set up that
something had gone wrong. Air band together after everyone has
bubbles were rising from the bot- recovered from Guys and Dolls
tom of the tank, a highly irregular (that name again!) Better start
tuning up there, s i n g e r s . . . .
and undesirable development.
A small aerator was in the waBack to the Concert Series, the
ter, accompanied by sand, coloreo next scheduled concert is Nov. 20.
shells, plants, a ceramic bridg Ross Rosazza will be featured
and two fat, dumb, and happy
soloist. Following in January will
goldfish, accompanied bya small
pink card, signed by the Rollins be Quartetto di Roma and Mr.
Ichthyology Society, instructing Horszowski.
whomever it concerned to feed and
clean, etc.
°
^
The physical chemistry experiment has been dismantled, but at
this time the fish, with accompanying pai-aphenalia, can be seen (JHOWARD T. POWELL|
PHOTOGRAPHER
n the Chapel garden pool. ,
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Van Doren Discussed At|After Chapel!
if you're undecided as to where to go for Thanx Vacation, cry
Grand Bahama — Phil and Rich are the unofficial travel agents.
Phil is seriously thinking about the possibility of Mrs. Jo going along
as chaperon, as she has considerable influence with the Dean.
New KA Rose is Madge Best — their first new Rose in two years.
The Lambda Chi's are taking up where the Sigma Nu's left off;
last year it was the Sigma Nu Princess; this year it's the Lambda Chi
Pledge Queen. To help matters a bit, they're even forcing the pledges to
bring gals over to their living room on Tuesday nite. Don't be too hesitant to accept, girls — this may lead to an invite to one of Dave Stevens' parties!!!
We've noticed that sorority prexies do a "certain something" to
Tony Hammock — on the other hand (left or right, which ever is
remaining), perhaps Julie and Carol see a "certain something" in
Frosh boys!?!
Lately the. kampus has been very musterious with kidnappings,
raids, thefts, and beatings. Defenseless Tootie was captured right from
the loggia by certain "hunks" from the Club. The Kappas organized
a reconnaissance mission and set out after her.
In the wee hours Sunday morning, a few unmentionable Frosh
girls Lesieged the Sigma Nu House, the Club and the Mansion. This
move washighly ( ? ) organized by a Snake charmer. The plaques were
appropriately hung on the Elizabeth Hilton sun deck where they could
be- seen by all.
'
We'd like to know what's so particular about the X Club showers.
Don't the other Frats have them? (G-2 Ed.: "Yes, but not next to the
living room!!!)
Date: "May I kiss you good-nite?"
Date's Date: "I don't kiss on the first date."
Date: "Well — how about on our l a s t ? ' '
We wonder how the Club and the Chi O's are coming on their
latest joint 4-H project. Seems as though the Club living room was
home for 20 or so baby chicks WITH FEED, one afternoon.
Excellent dance at the San Juan this past Saturday — Brad sure
had the boys in tune!!! Only voiced complaint was that they couldn't
play Dixie!
Hey! Dan! — Rush is over!!
This week's visitor — Toni Perzia (Pi Phi - '59)
Initiated: Sylvia Dubois to Phi Mu
Mary Foltz, Sally Satchwell, Betsy Shoemaker and
Gail Retzer to Gamma Phi.
Pinned:
Fran Guilden to Tom Miller (KA)

A dozen or so of the After
Chapel Club "Faithfuls" drifted
into the conference room of the
Chapel for their cup of coffee last
Sunday morning ond were informed by a subdued Dean T. S. Darrah
that there had been a mix-up concerning dates.
It seems that the Dean was a
week ahead of himself when he
set the date and was disappointed
last Friday night when he went
home expecting to return to the
theatre for an evening's entertainment. Prof. Wagner will speak
this Sunday if the dates are in
order.
The discussion soon drifted to
the portion of the Dean's sermon
of the morning dealing with the
recent T. V. scandals and especially the part played by Mr.
Charles Van Doren.
Rotert Fleming opened the dis-

cussion by asking, "Why is it
that we feel sorry for Van Doren?
Intellectually we can see that he
deserves exactly what he is getting, but yet we still sympathize
with him."
"I don't understand what the big
furor is all about," said A. J. Weber. "Television is just entertainment. Doren was paid for a good
acting job. If the public believed
it all, it's their fault."
"Much of the concern stems
from the fact t h a t . this man is a
member of "The Family of Letters" in America today and that
he is a professor. His betrayal of
the unwritten code of his profession comes as a shock to many of
us," commented the Dean.
"The general public seems to be
more concerned with the cheating
on the television show that with

Van Doren's committing purgery,"
commented Bob Rauch.
"Doesn't the breaking of an unwritten code cause a greater stir
than the breaking of the legal
code?" replied Fleming. "Most of
the rules we live by are not to be
found in law books. Cheating on a
quiz show isn't illegal yet. Purgery is."
The Dean closed the session by
commenting, "the sad fact is that
not only must Van Doren suffer,
but those around him must also
share his punishment."
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Grad Awarded National Fellowship
Jacques Mitchell, a Rollins alum,
is currently doing graduate work
at -Florida State University under
the auspices of the National Defense Fellowship program.
One of 1500 students to be
awarded a fellowship under the
new National Defense Education
Act, Mitchell is studying English.
Graduating from Rollins in '58,
Mitchell then held a job at NBC
before enrolling at Tallahassee
this fall.
While at Rollins, Mitchell was
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active in the theatre departmenr,
appearing in Pygmalion his junior
year and taking the role of the
stage manager in Our Town his
senior year. He was a member of
KA fraternity.
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Sun.-Mon.
Nov. 15-16-17
o ' T h e Wonderful C o u n t r y " (c) U
fl Robert Mirchium Julie London 0
o
" W o r l d In His A r m s "
U
[J Gregory Peck
A n n Blytb 0
Wed.-SaL~
~~ n
v
Nov. 18-19-20-21
U
"Hole In The H e a d " (c)
n
o Frank Sinatra, Edw. G. Robinson 0
"Escort West" (c)
n
©Victor Mature
Elaine Stewart^
S

nHost for College Athletics^
510 W
S.i nOrange
t e r ParkAve.
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WPRK

On The Air
91.5 mc FM

4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
C:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
5:30
6:30

Monday
6:45
7:00
Afternoon Concert
7:30
Foreign Aid Review
8:00
Dinner Music
9:00
Audubon Highlights
A Canadian Tour
9:15
Piano Recital
Georgetown Forum
4:30
Life and Works of George 5:30
F. Handel
5:45
What's New in Classical 6:30
Records
6:45
Tuesday
7:00
Afternoon Concert
7:30
Window on the World
8:00
Tinner Music9:00
Small Talk About Hi-Fi
Guest Star
,
French Masterworks
4:30
Philosophy in a Mass Age 5:30
WPRK Pop Concert
5:45
Broadway & 42nd Street
6:30
Wednesday
6:45
Afternoon Concert
7:00
Call from London
'7:::0
Dinner U i-ie
8:00
Round Rollins

Medieval Miniatures
Chamber Concert
WPRK Radio Theatre'
Rollins Symphony Hour
.Patterns of Thought
Postmark UK
Thursday
Afternoon Concert
Dateline London
Dinner Music
Meet the Faculty
Over the Back Fence
Music from Holland '
• News in the 20th Century
European Concert Hall
Date with Marc
Friday
Afternoon Concert
Business Review
Dinner Music
Sports Program
Lnited Nations
Vocal Recital
Self Portraits
Anthology of Jazz
P'riday Serenade
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Time Out

Tar Hoopsters To Face Tall
Opponents During Coming Year
By BOB STEWART
Sandspur Sports Editor
One of the many benefits a sports editor receives is all
the publicity which other colleges release on their athletic
teams. At this time I would like to share my knowledge concerning the Rollins College- basketball team's opponents for
the coming season with you.
First of all, let's look at the prospects of the Tars first
opponent, the University of Miami. "This group may be the
finest in UM history," said conservative Coach Bruce Hale;
and well this might be said. If Rollins were to upset Miami
on Dec. 1, it would be one of the greatest achievements in
the world of sports.
Heading the list of Miami stars will be Dick Hickox, the amazing 5'8" junior guard who poured 453
points through the hoops last year for an average of
18.1 points per game.
Also returning to the Hurricane squad, which finished first in- offense among the nation's major colleges last year, is Harry Manushaw, who. holds all
UM rebounding records. The true worth of the Miami
squad might be realized when you learn that Hale is
.keeping TV Mike McCoy out of action until next
year.
Rollins next Florida opponent will be, if the Tars
make good in the Citrus Invitational, Florida Southern College.1 F.S.C. placed third in the FIC last year,
Stewart
and this year they have six returning lettermen.
Soutiiern is expected to field a strong rebounding team with good
experience in front court. Heading the list of players will be Robert
Goding, who scored 389 points last year and led the team in rebounds
with 282, and Frank Scuderi, the elected captain, who holds the singlegame Moccasin record of 36 points with 3*6 in 1957.

NAT MENDELL, Lambda Chi losing pitcher, slides safely under Jack Bofinger, Delta Chi winning hurler,
during men's intramural softball action on the Sandspur Bowl.
(Photo by SteWarti
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postponed and speedy Joe Justice, the Facul- and Lambda Chi will play three
games are yet to be played in the ty made their debut in the intra- games a piece, while Sigma Nu,
first half of the men's intramural mural league felt as they chalked X-Club, and Indies will play two
games. The Faculty and Delta Chi
softball league, is appears quite up three wins.
Sigma Nu finished fifth, fol- will participate
in only one.
Southern will field a team including one 6'7", three 6'5", and two certain the X-Club will cinch the lowed by the Independents, Kap- contest.
more players over 6'3". It is little wonder that they are expected to be first half championship.
pa Alpha, and TKE in that order.
Sporting a perfect record, the
strong on the boards.
First Half Standings
Stetson University, runner-up to Miami last year in the close Club combined a good fielding Team
Won
P.C.
Lost
Tar Hoopsters Oppose
FIC race, is again thought to be one of the top teams in the Sunshine team with top hitting and tough
X-Club
6
1000
State. The Hatters will have six returning lettermen and.a prize pack- pitching to march through their
age of newcomers.
Catawba In.CIT Opener
first six games without a blemish. Delta Chi 5
833
December 4-5 the Rollins College
Heading the list of first year Hatter Hoopsters are: Barney Mc
Against both Delta Chi and
Lambda Chi 5
714 basketball team will travel to
Laughlin, 6'3" junior who led" the Parris Island Marines in scoring Lambda Chi, the Club's two
for two straight years; Charles Warren, 5'11" junior guard who was
Faculty
3
500 Lakeland to participate in the Citclosest rivals, the pitching and
rus Invitational Tournament along
chosen All-American Junior College last year; and Russell Milton, a
fielding were thei outstanding
Sigma N u ' 2
333 with three other college squads.
6'5" star who was outstanding in junior college play. 4
features. Pitcher Mel Nevergall
Also appearing in the two day
Height seems to be the big drawback for Rollins, and it has beIndies
1
200 tournament will be Catawba Colwas
in
good
form,
allowing
only
come quite clear that they will be facing their share of tall men. JackK A
200 lege, Atlantic Christian College
sonville University sports a 6'7'' center along with four men over 6'3". two hits in each of these games.
and host Florida Southern College.
Transylvania College should be the tallest opponent Rollins will
The'second place Delts lost only TKE
0
000
Rollins will open the tourney
face. Starting with a 6'7" center, their roster reveals one 6'6" player, to the Club. Aside from their sole
on Dec. 4th when the Tars take
two 6'5" hoopsters, and five 6'4" candidates. Oh yes, they also have defeat, Delta Chi played outstand :
Next week's action will be mark- on Catawba. Last year Catawb.t
two players listed as 6'3". Just goes to prove that they really go in
ed with a scheduling of nine defeated Rollins, 79-76, during
ing ball. Lead by pitcher Jack
for big boys in Kentucky.
j
games, one of which is a make up the
Western Carolina
InviBofinger, the Delt team mowed game of the first half. TKE, KA,
* * * * * * *
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tational.
While on the subject of basketball, you may be interested in know- down five opponents, including
In the second half of the Dec. 4
ing how Wilt Chamberlin and the Philadelphia Warriors are doing in Lambda Ciii, to grab second
doubleheader Atlantic
Christian
the NBA. The Warriors won their first four games (Boston won their honors.
will tackle Florida Southern. The
first five), and Wilt the Stilt looks as if he is going to reset the record
following day there will be a
Although losing .to X-Club and
books.
consolation g a m e followed by the
championship game.
Chamberlin scored 120 points in his first three games as a pro Delta Chi, Lambda Chi finished a
for an average of 40 points per game. He also grabbed off 102 re- strong third. Finishing with a recLast year Rollins lost to Florida
bounds for an average of 34 each time out. You decide for yourself — ord of five victories, Lambda Chi
With the soccer season reach- Southern and Tampa University
would you like him on your side?
tamed the Snakes twice last week ing the halfway mark, the Florida during the C.I.T. in the first two
Intercollegiate Conference standto clinch third position. Both Nat ings reveal that Rollins College is games of the season.
Starting time for the Tars' Dec.
Mendell and John Stutz defeated the only team to remain unde
4th battle is 7 p.m. All games will
feated.
Sigma Nu on consecutive days.
be played at the Lakeland High
Winding up in fourth place with
The Tars record of one win and School Gymnasium.
a .500 record was the Faculty. two ties puts them on top of the
Lead by slugger Dudley Degroot race. The Stetson Hatters are
running a close second with a 2-1
With their victory over the Orlando Tennis Club now a
record. The DeLand school's only
FOR A TREAT
week old, the Rollins College tennis squad will seek fresh
loss was at the hands of Rollins,
blood Sunday when the Tar netters travel to Ormond Beach
5-1.
EAT

Rollins Grabs Early
Lead In FIC Race
For Soccer Crown

Tar Netters Off To Successful

Beginning, Conquer Orlando Club

to take on the Ortona Tennis Club in what promises to be an
exciting exhibition match.
In their first outing of the year
Rollins squeeked past its Orlando
opponents, 4-3, last Friday. The
most interesting match of the afternoon proved to be the number
one battle between Rollins' Dave
Hewitson and Orlando's Roger
Pharr.
Hewitson, captain of
last
year's squad, but ineligible for
intercollegiate competition this
year, overcame a control problem and defeated Pharr, 7-5, 8-8.
Other scores were: Ralph Powellson def. Luis Dominguez Rollins,
6-3, 5-7, 6-3; Steve Mandel, Rollins def. Champ Williams 6-3, 6-2;
Bob Robertson def. Bill Moulton,
Rollins, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Also, Barry Barnes, Rollins, def.
Les Talley 6-3, 6-4; Bill Kahn,
Rollins, def. John Gibbons, 6-4,
6-2; and Fritz Schunck def. John
Henriksen, Rollins, 7-5, 6-2.

FAIRBANKS
AUTO SERVICE
511 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Midway 7 2934

Rollins will play a rematch with
the Orlando Club on Nov. 20.
None of these matches count
towards Rollins intercollegiate record, as the Tar netters will not
start their regular schedule until
March.
The purpose behind the exhibition matches is to help Coach
Norm Copeland understand the
true ability of the tennis prospects
and to help him arrange a suitable
line-up, or order for the collegiate
matches.

Tar Graduate Signs
FIC
Contract With Braves as The
follows:

Last year's regular second baseman for the Rollins FIC baseball
champs, Ronnie Paiva, recently
signed a 1960 contract with the
Milwaukee Braves' Jacksonville,
Fla. farm club.
Paiva, the leading hitter on last
year's squad with a .365 average,
lead the Tars, in hits and runs
batted in.
He was signed to the Class A
South Atlantic League by Scout
Jeff Jones, Paiva will report to
the Braves' minor league trainingcamp at Waycross, Ga., next
spring.
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Roliins boccer 5quadH ts Southern Tomorrow
FIC Top Spot A t Stake
For Local Tar Booters
Tomorrow afternoon the Rollins soccer team will go
after win number two in the Florida Intercollegiate Conference as the Tar booters entertain Florida Southern at 2:30
on the Sandspur Bowl.
Presently leading the FIC with a 1-0-2 record, Rollins
will be out to better the 3-3 tie to which the Tars and Southern fought earlier in the season. Southern is defending conference champ while Rollins won

The ball was here a minute ago; where is it now?

Reversal In Score
Leaves Theta's
Record Unmarred
On Wednesday, Nov. 4, the
Theta's suffered a short-lived defeat at the hands of the Kappa's
in an intramural basketball game.
At the end of the fourth quarter,
the score read 37-36, Kappa; however, after both teams had left the
court, an error was discovered in
the running score, changing the
official score to read 36-36, necessitating a play-off.
The exciting two-minute overtime period played before an enthusiastic crowd the following evening resulted in a 44-40 victory
for Theta.
Although the Kappa's were no
longer in contention for first place,
an upset victory over Theta might
have reduced the latter's chances
for the top spot.

the top spot two years ago.
Southern proved to be an extremely rough opponent for the
Tars at Lakeland earlier in the
year, and tomorrow's game is
expected to be of the same nature. The Lakeland college is
winless in FIC competition and
will be out for victory number
one, while Rollins will attempt
to maintain their league leading
record of no defeats.
Last Saturday Rollins traveled
to Jacksonville to play the Jax.
U. Dolphins in a conference game.
The final score, 1-1, marked the
(Photos by Stewart) second time that the Tars had
played to a standstill.
Rollins scored its only goal during the first period of action, as
Enrique Huber booted an outside
kick to Chick Guerrero in front
of the J. U. goal. Guerrero made
good on the follow-up shot, and
Rollins had its only lead of the
game..
In the second quarter both
squads marched up and down the
rain soaked field, but neither team
could penetrate the outstanding
defensive work of the respective
goalies.
The third quarter was again
marked by excellent work by both
goalies. Rollins was hampered by
injuries received by several players. Demetrious Coutsoliotsos was
kicked in the shins and missed the
better part of the last half; his
injury was a severs blow to the
Rollins offense.
After the completion of the four
regular quarters, the two teams
played two five-minute overtimes
in which both squads threatened,
but neither could score.

Men's I M Golf Starts

The unbeaten Phi Mu team
chalked up a 32-13 victory against
the Alpha Phi's, while the Chi O's
also extended their winning streak
by defeating the Independent Women 54-32.
The freshman teams finally met
and struggled through a close
game, although the Sands managed a 19-14 victory. The outstanding freshman forward was again
Sandy Jordan, who tallied up 12
points.
• Positions on the women's golf
ladder have been announced; match
play begins this week. Women
assigned an even number on the
ladder will challenge those in oddnumbered positions to a match.
Positions on the ladder are:
1. Jerri Sessions
2. Judy Jones
3. Joan Pinkerton
4. Gayle Jordan
5. Carol Blackman
6. Babs Bertash
7. Betsy Harshaw
8. Linda Crow
9. Janis Milligan
10. Sandy Logan
1L Sue Marr
12. Ginny Willis.

With Qualifying Round
Play in the qualifying rounds
of the Intramural golf tournament
got underway the past week, and
all those entered are to play an
18-hole qualifying round by Monday, Nov. 16.

Wait a minute, I'm stuck.

Five organizations have entered teams in this sport with the
TKE's, Independent!?, and the
Faculty passing up this activity
because of lack of entries.

Hoopsters Prepare For Season's
Opening Game Against Miami
With the opening date of Dec. 7
nearing, Coach Dan Nyimicz has
has his basketball prospects scrimmaging with regularity. Tomorrow the Tar hoopsters will travel
to Gainesville to s c r i m m a g e
against the Univ. of Florida in
what Nyimicz feels will be a rugged test.

particularly pleased with the
showing of Mike Meriney and
Leon Hollon. These two freshmen are being counted upon to
help deliver the Tars offense. -

Coach Nyimicz has ' given his
approval to the offense, but is concerned over the defense. Nyimicz
plans to use a man-to-man defense
whenever possible, but as in the
As was expected, Dick Bishop case of offense, Rollins will have
has been carrying the burden of to worry about its rebounding
the Tars attack on his shoulders. strength.
He has been receiving help from
Ralph Tanchuk, George Crook, and
Ii will be Rollins strength on
Bob Griffith, but it is Bishop who the boards which will eventually
will control the Rollins scoring.
tell the story of the 1959-60 RolOf the newcomers Nyimicz is . lins College basketball team.

The X-Club will be the defending champions; they have been
given the role of favorite for the
present tourney. The battle for
individual star should prove to be
interesting.
Such top golfers as Roily Lamontagne, Lambda Chi; Tag Bowman, Sigma Nu; and Bob Lerner,
X-Club, will be competing for the
top honor.

The week prior to the J. II.
game Rollins entertained Stetson University at the Sandspur
Bowl. The Tars did not provi to
be very gracious hosts as they
soundly defeated the visiting
Hatters, 5-1.
In winning their initial FIC
contest in an action-packed game,
the Tars put on an offensive display which had Stetson baffled.
The Tars started their close
teamwork and scoring parade
after 16:07 of the first quarter
when Ed Leal booted a corner
shot past the Hatter goalie. Leal
scored his second goal of the af-

CHA - CHA - CHA
ternoon in the next period when
Guerrero set him up after faking
the Hatter defense out of position.
Guerrero scored next, only nine
minutes later, as he broke out of
a pile in. front of the Stetson goal
and booted the tall into the net.
Behind 3-0 at halftime, Stetson
changed its offense and pressed
the Tar defense as the third quarter got "underway. After 7:56 of
play in this quarter the Hatters
hit for pay dirt with a strong boot
by their left inside, Gordon Muller.
Rollins reiterated in the same
quarter when Huber drove the
ball home inside the Hatters
goal. This goal was marked by
outstanding footwork on the
part of the Tars ace, Bill Tone.
In the final quarter Rollins version of the "'Chinese Bandits''
scored their first goal of the season as a unit. Once again it was
Leal who booted the ball into pay
dirt, but it was the fine play of
the reserves which made the fifth
and final score possible.
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